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I received academic and professional training in computer engineering and networking. I have
worked in various areas of ICT, designing, developing and maintaining a wide range of applications
within various industries. I have over seven years of experience in computerised tax project
management from high level business requirements preparation to implementation and post
implementation support of enterprise management system within teams of programmers,
developers, network administrators and suppliers.
I have worked with the Department of Sales Tax, Lesotho as Business Systems Analyst where I
assessed and advised on the information strategy adopted by the Department, assuring quality
installation of VIPS hardware and software and developed IT Training Manuals.
I was a member of Lesotho Revenue Authority (LRA) [1] implementation Team in the position of
Business Systems Analyst and subsequently became the IT Adviser. Major activities carried out
include the implementation of operational and functional specifications of Oracle Payroll, HR,
Financials systems and a New Cashiering System assuring quality installation of systems. Conduct of
user acceptance testing of deliverables, provision of startup support for FMIS system go-live and
development of IT Policies and Disaster Recovery Procedures.
I carried out short-term consultancy for PMTC International [2] with the LRA Income Tax
Computerisation project Team to implement a final User Acceptance Testing (UAT) programme
following the receipt of project deliverables. I conducted a review of received deliverables, test
scripts and led the team through the UAT exercise and agreed the outcomes with the presentation of
final UAT report to the Income Tax Project Implementation Committee.
I was an International IT Adviser for Crown Agents [3] on the IT needs assessment for setting up of a
revenue authority for Lagos State Board of Internal Revenue where I reviewed the IT systems in
LSBIR and other ongoing system enhancements and prepared an IT needs assessment that included
short-term measures to enhance revenue mobilization as well as the specific needs of an integrated
revenue authority especially the electronic exchange of tax information among tax departments. I
also made recommendations for linking the revenue authority’s system with the ministry’s budget
preparation and monitoring systems and prepared systems specifications for the identified
short-term measures and system enhancements needed for the revenue authority, including
hardware, software, product support and maintenance.
I am a member of IEEE, NCS and NSE, a Certified Oracle Database Professional and Microsoft
Certified Systems Engineer. Currently, I lecture at the Department of Computer Science of Joseph
Ayo Babalola University [4], Ikeji Arakeji, an adjunct Lecturer at the Department of
Mathematical Sciences of Crawford University [5] and also involved in designing and implementing
ICT and e-governance systems and web-based applications.
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